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CHAPTER 13 - UNCERTAINTY
Why we neeed to handle uncertainty

laziness
theoretical ignorance
practical ignorance

Basic notation and concepts
How do we convert a logical expression into a probabilistic one? A logical query into a 
probabilistic query?
Defining random variables
Prior probability
Conditional probability
Joint distribution
Product rule
Chain rule
Kolmogorov's axioms
Ex: (p. 473). How do these values violate the axioms of probability?

P(a)=0.4. P(b)=0.3. P(a^b)=0. P(avb)=0.8.
Inferences

Inferences using the full joint distribution
You should be able to sum or (or marginalize) variable values using the table.
Ex: Given Fig. 13.3 (p. 475), what is the likelihood of a toothache? Of a toothache with 
no cavity?

Conditional inferences
What is the probability of a cavity given a toothache?

Independence and conditional independence
Why are the random variables Toothache and Cavity conditionally independent given 
Cavity?

CHAPTER 14: Probabilistic Reasoning
Bayesian networks

Topology
Conditional probability tables
Ex: How are independent and conditionally independent variables represented in a 
Bayesian network?
Ex: Given two networks (such as Fig 14.3), which has the best topology (informally)?

Computing a joint distribution value from a network
Ex: Given Fig. 14.2 (p. 494), what is the probability that there is an alarm, and both John 
and Mary call, but there is neither a burglary or an earthquake?
Ex: Use the chain rule to expand out a joint distribution value and explain how conditional 
independence simplifies the expression
Why do Bayesian networks work well if I can calculate causal probabilities but need 
diagnostic probabilities?

Noisy-OR and continuous values -- NOT ON EXAM
Exact inference in Bayesian networks

Just understand the basics of:
variables elimination algorithm
clustering algorithm

Sections 14.5-14.7 -- NOT ON EXAM
CHAPTER 15: PROBABILISTIC REASONING OVER TIME

Stationary processes
Ex: What makes a process stationary? Why is this helpful for tractable inference?

Markov Assumption
What is it? 
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What is the difference between first-level and second-level Markov assumptions?
Transition model
Sensor model

Ways of handling the limits of the Markov assumption (informally)
Increase the order
Adding state variables (for example, the battery variable for robot navigation)

Types of inference (will expand this later)
Filtering (or monitoring)
Prediction
Smoothing
Most likely explanation

Sections 15.4-15.6 -- NOT ON EXAM
CHAPTER 16: TO BE ADDED
CHAPTER 19: KNOWLEDGE IN LEARNING

Charactistics of symbolic learning problems
attributes, hypotheses, hypothesis space
false negatives and false positives

Current best search
informal description of algorithm
techniques for generalization and specialization

Least commitment search
algorithm
generalization and specialization
Ex: Given a particular G, S and a positive example X, how would we change G & S?

Relevance-based learning (RBL) -- NOT ON EXAM
Explanation-based learning (EBL)

Algorithm (generally)
Characteristics (what is EBL good for? What is it not good for?)
Effects of pruning the proof tree

IDL and FOIL
Informal understanding and description only


